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1. Introduction 

The U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) is looking for ways to support the mission of 
transitioning control of the war in Afghanistan from the United States and the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) to the Afghan government.  In his speech at West Point, NY, on 
December 1, 2009, President Obama said, “We must strengthen the capacity of Afghanistan’s 
security forces and government so that they can take lead responsibility for Afghanistan’s 
future.” This transition of control depends on the success of training the Afghan military.  
Success in training relies on effective communication between forces that speak different 
languages, which, in turn, relies on high-quality translation services.  Although translators can 
produce high-quality work on their own, state-of-the-art machine translation technologies could 
provide translators many benefits, among them the ability to coordinate their efforts to archive 
and reuse translations. 

This report describes how ARL’s Multilingual Computing Branch (MLCB) is supporting the 
training mission in Afghanistan through the use of language translation technology:   

1. The MLCB is working on the translation of a key training text.  The techniques used in this 
translation can be used as a template for future translations of similar texts.   

2. Corpora of in-domain texts are being archived and prepared for future processing by the 
MLCB and other research organizations including Afghan organizations.   

3. Terminologies in the Afghan languages, Dari and Pashto, are being extracted and 
standardized. 

4. The natural language processing (NLP) tools being used in this project are open source and 
freely available for use by Afghans in the future. 

This report discusses the translation of one specific English document (a medical training 
manual) into Dari and describes a method for using machine-translated text with the aim of 
helping translators in the future.  

2. Background 

Currently, the U.S. Army is training soldiers in the Afghan National Army (ANA), including 
soldiers who aspire to become medical doctors and nurses. The trainers are using the same 
manuals, originally written in English, which are used to train U.S. Soldiers. The ANA would 
like to have these manuals available in the trainees’ native languages, which, in the case of many 
of them, is Dari or Pashto. In order for the training projects to be sustained by Afghans in the 
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future, these training manuals will need to be available in the languages of the Afghan people.  
Additionally, methods for translating new training documents should also be available.   

In fall 2008, the MLCB received a request for help from a military medical doctor working with 
an Embedded Training Team (ETT) as part of the Combined Security Transition Command-
Afghanistan (CSTC-A). The physician needed a Dari translation of an English-language medical 
training manual, Fundamental Critical Care Support (FCCS), published by the Society for 
Critical Care Medicine (SCCM) and used as a textbook for training doctors and nurses for work 
in Intensive Care Units (ICUs). Knowing that the MLCB worked on language technology, the 
military doctor wanted to know if machine translation could help with creating such a 
translation.  

Of interest was whether a machine translation of a medical document from English into Dari 
could assist human translators in translating the same document.  Human translators on the ETT 
can translate ~3 pages per day. Machine translation speed depends on computer hardware, but it 
is reasonable to expect that machine translation systems on a current desktop computer can 
translate 1 sentence per second.  Thus, machine translation could produce a human translator’s 
daily output in 1 min. However, even the best machine translations are usually not acceptable to 
human readers. One can only expect a rough draft translation from a computer-generated 
translation.  Current state-of-the-art machine translation systems rely on large parallel corpora 
(databases of human-translated texts) and NLP tools.  Work is just beginning on collecting these 
corpora and developing the NLP tools for the languages of Afghanistan. 

Given the physician’s access to a team of highly skilled translators who were familiar with 
medical terminology in both English and Dari, the MLCB proposed a partnership with the ETT’s 
team of translators to develop a new translation process. In this process, termed “Human in the 
Loop Translation,” the MLCB provides rough draft machine translations of the FCCS text into 
Dari; the human translators edit the rough draft and return the edited copy to the MLCB; and 
then the MLCB updates the machine translation corpus based on the translators’ changes. 
Partnering in this way yields potential benefits to both the ETT and our lab. The military medical 
doctor increases the productivity of his team of translators, while the MLCB collects an 
English/Dari bilingual parallel corpus in the medical training manual domain, which could then 
be used to translate future training manuals and also serve as a source of data for scientific 
research.  

The Human in the Loop process also addresses another issue that doctors working on ETTs 
brought up: they felt that they were starting all over again every time a new team arrived.  An 
archive of translated documents and bilingual terminologies would remedy this problem, further 
enabling the transition of future medical care to Afghan responsibility. 
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3. Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) Systems 

NLP tools and other language resources are very scarce for Dari. Specifically, English/Dari 
bilingual text corpora were almost nonexistent when the command surgeon contacted the MLCB. 
We proposed the Human in the Loop process in order to build a machine translation system that 
would gradually improve as more domain-specific bilingual text became available for training 
the system. For that task, we considered using open source, statistical machine translation (SMT) 
systems. These systems have the following advantages: 

1. They provide the means to create complete translation systems. These packages include a 
decoder, which actually performs the translation by taking an English sentence as input and 
searching for the best Dari translation to output.  

2. In most cases, they provide scripts for training the components the decoder needs to 
perform translations. 

3. They only require a parallel corpus of text to produce an effective system. They do not 
require experts in any field to produce grammars, mathematical models, or any complicated 
software engineering. 

4. The systems can be built and rebuilt rapidly once the training corpus is available. Training 
one system on our 50,000 segment parallel corpus takes two days on a single processor. 
Parts of the process of building these systems can be parallelized and run on a cluster of 
computers to speed up the process as the training corpus grows. 

We explored two options for training SMT systems: Moses (1), which implements a phrase-
based translation method; and the Johns Hopkins open source architecture (JosHUa) (2), a new 
third-generation SMT system. Broadly speaking, first-generation systems translate words, 
second-generation systems translate phrases, and third-generation systems translate structures. 
Specifically, JosHUa implements a system called Hiero (3) that automatically extracts grammar 
structures called synchronous context free grammars (SCFGs) and decodes using chart parsing.  

The field of machine translation seems to be moving toward the syntax-based approach of 
JosHUa and our results show better performance from JosHUa than Moses. 
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4. Human in the Loop Translation Process 

First, the systems were trained on a bilingual corpus that we had been aligning at the MLCB for 
over a year. The source of the corpus was a newspaper published in Kabul, Afghanistan, in the 
three languages English, Dari, and Pashto. We also had access to English to Dari translations of 
Army field manuals that had been done recently.   

After resolving copyright issues with the SCCM, we received the entire FCCS book in portable 
document format (pdf). After extracting the text from the pdf file, we ran the first chapter 
through our systems trained on the newspaper and field manual corpora. The translations were 
very rough; many technical medical terms were not translated since they did not appear in our 
training corpus. A two-column spreadsheet was composed, the first column containing each line 
of the chapter in English and the second column containing the machine-rendered translation in 
Dari. The spreadsheet was e-mailed to the military physician in Afghanistan, and the translators 
wrote their version in a third column of the spreadsheet and sent it back to the MLCB. The first 
and third columns of the spreadsheet were extracted, and the systems were retrained with this 
new set of ~250 English/Dari segments. We continued this process on subsequent chapters.  

As of this report, chapters 1 through 6 have been translated and chapter 7 has yet to be sent back 
from the translators in Afghanistan. At the end of this project, we envision publishing the entire 
FCCS book in an English/Dari bilingual printed book format, where facing pages contain 
mirrored translations: English on the left-hand side and Dari on the right-hand side. Although a 
printed book may seem low tech, this format is what trainers in the field have requested and what 
they feel will be most helpful in their work with trainees.  

Trainers and other translation professionals have also expressed an interest in bilingual 
(English/Dari) glossaries in special domains. The remainder of this report will focus on 
extracting and translating medical terminology from English into Dari.  

We have extended our previous work to a Human in the Loop procedure for creating a bilingual 
English/Dari glossary of medical terms similar to the method used by Deléger, Merkel, and 
Zweigenbaum (5). According to these researchers, medical terminology is a necessary resource 
for any kind of health care information task (e.g., coding, free text indexing, information 
retrieval). Extracting terms from text can be very tedious. If terms only consisted of single 
words, the task of terminology extraction would be easy: a human would be given a list of words 
and prompted to decide whether or not the word is a term. But terms are not limited to single 
words. Thus, a human has to read the text in context in order to determine the technical terms. 

Deléger, Merkel, and Zweigenbaum worked with the heavily resourced English-French language 
pair, so their procedure was slightly different. Once they extracted their terms, they displayed a 
sentence from a parallel corpus in which it occurred in context. 
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4.1 Medical Language System (UMLS) Tools 

In our procedure, we leverage work done by the Lexical Systems Group (LSG) at the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) in creating the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) (12). LSG 
has developed tools for extracting technical terms from text in the biomedical domain. We used 
these tools to extract English terms from the FCCS. Specifically, we took the following steps 
with the UMLS tools: 

1. Text was parsed into phrases using the Java class gov.nih.nlm.nls.nlp.parser.Parse. 

2. Next, noun phrases and prepositional phrases were extracted (with prepositions stripped).   

3. Terms were extracted using the LSG tool lexical variant generator (lvg).  We experimented 
with different options and flow components for lvg. The following is one example of a 
command line for lvg:  lvg -f:Ct:fa:g:p. In this program, the Ct option retrieves the unique 
lexical names of the terms, the fa option filters out acronyms, the g option removes 
genitives, and the p option strips punctuation.   

4. The list of terms was fed to the Moses or JosHUa decoders, which wrote out candidate Dari 
translations. 

5. The candidate translations were edited by a native Dari speaker. 

6. Finally, the edited translations were appended to the training corpus. 

So far, the Moses and JosHUa SMT systems have been trained with ~65,000 segments from 
parallel texts in the newspaper, military training manual, and medical domains. 

4.2 Training Moses and JosHUa 

The training steps for the Moses and JosHUa systems included the following: 

1. Sentence level alignment of the parallel training corpus was performed using Robert 
Moore’s Bilingual Sentence Aligner (6).   

2. Word level alignments were extracted using the Posterior Constraints Alignment Toolkit 
(PostCAT) (7) and the Berkeley Aligner (13).   

3. The Java class joshua.corpus.suffix_array.Compile was used to put the word alignments 
into suffix array data structures, based on the syntax-based translation method developed 
by Adam Lopez (11).  Note: Moses does not yet have the capability to implement this step.   

4. In the JosHUa system, grammar rules were extracted from the suffix arrays and a 
development set of segments with the Java class joshua.prefix_tree.ExtractRules.  In 
Moses, a table of phrase translations was extracted from the word alignments  
obtained in step 2.     
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5. The grammar rules in the JosHUa system and the phrase pairs in the Moses system were 
scored using relative frequency statistics. 

6. Both systems used the Stanford Research Institute Language Modeling (SRILM) toolkit to 
make a 4-gram statistical language model for Dari.   

7. A reordering model was trained for Moses.  Since reordering is modeled by the grammar 
rules, JosHUa did not train a reordering model. 

8. Both systems trained weights for the log-linear model with a minimum error rate training 
(mert).  JosHUa used Omar Zaidan’s zmert via the Java class joshua.zmert.Zmert (9) and   
Moses used the Franz Och original version of mert (10). 

The log linear model was used to combine the feature functions including those defined by the 
language model and phrase table (in the case of Moses) or grammar rules (in the case of 
JosHUa). 

5. Results and Discussion 

The output from the two systems was reviewed by a MLCB native Dari speaker.  He found the 
output from the Moses system to be a useful aid to translators as a rough draft, saying that he 
would use them himself if he were asked to translate the FCCS.  He also noted that the quality of 
the translations was improving with every cycle in the loop. 

While this subjective evaluation was encouraging, a more objective look at the effect of our 
process on the quality of machine-translated text was needed. 

The FCCS text includes a test that is given to trainees after instruction to assess their learning. 
This test, which includes terminology from the entire FCCS text, was translated into Dari.  We 
then used the set of 311 segments in the test to evaluate the performance of our systems (table 1). 
We obtained Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) (12) scores using version 12 of the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) MTeval utility (13) 
(ftp://jaguar.ncsl.nist.gov/mt/resources/mteval-v13.pl) on the output from the Moses and JosHUa 
systems.  BLEU is a standard, albeit controversial, metric for evaluating the performance of 
machine translation systems.  We used the BLEU scores here to confirm the trend we noticed 
anecdotally.  The scores were conveniently obtained via MTeval and we do not make claims 
concerning accuracy of BLEU as a metric. 
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Table 1. BLEU scores for systems trained incrementally on chapters of the FCCS text. 

Training Moses BLEU JosHUa BLEU 
baseline  0.148 0.1687 
baseline + chapter 1  0.1923 0.2127 
baseline + chapter 1 + mert  0.2113 0.2345 
baseline + chapters 1, 2  0.256 0.2678 
baseline + chapters 1,2 + mert  0.2545 0.2929 
baseline + chapters 1,2, 3  0.257 0.2799 
baseline + chapters 1,2,3 + mert  0.246 0.3115 
baseline + chapters 1,2,3, 4  0.2868 0.3029 
baseline + chapters 1-4 + mert  0.2984 0.3366 
baseline + chapters 1-5  0.2991 0.3209 
baseline + chapters 1-5 + mert  0.2766 0.3528 
baseline + medical domain + chapters 1-5  0.3751 0.3830 
baseline + medical domain + chapters 1-5 + mert  0.327 0.4105 

 
 

The baseline system was trained on text from the newspaper and field manual domains. Our 
medical domain data were excluded from the baseline system’s training corpus. 

For the JosHUa system, appending a new chapter to the training corpus clearly resulted in 
improved BLEU scores on the test set, although in three cases running mert yielded better BLEU 
scores than appending the next chapter’s text to the training corpus.  BLEU scores also rose with 
each new chapter appended to the Moses training corpus, but mert training lowered BLEU scores 
in four cases. 

The FCCS contains 15 chapters.  Table 1 shows that the Human in the Loop procedure increases 
the performance of an SMT system based on the BLEU scores in the upper teens to the upper 
30s, even before translating half the chapters in the book.  

6. Conclusions 

Trainers who need translations of specific texts and in a very specific domain, like critical care 
medicine, can benefit from automatically generated machine translations by participating in a 
Human in the Loop process.  The systems reported on in this report were trained on small 
amounts of data, but by periodically updating their training corpora, the systems eventually 
produced useful translations.  In translating a book, for example, we believe that using this 
procedure would yield acceptable results by the time half the chapters in the book were 
translated.  
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ANA Afghan National Army 

ARL  U.S. Army Research Laboratory 

BLEU  Bilingual Evaluation Understudy 

CSTC-A  Combined Security Transition Command – Afghanistan 

ETT  Embedded Training Team 

FCCS  Fundamental Critical Care Support 

ICU  Intensive Care Unit 

JosHUa  Johns Hopkins open source architecture 

LSG  Lexical Systems Group 

lvg  lexical variant generator 

mert  minimum error rate training 

MLCB  Multilingual Computing Branch 

NATO  North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

NIH  National Institutes of Health 

NIST  National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NLP  natural language processing 

pdf  portable document format 

PostCAT  Posterior Constraints Alignment Toolkit 

SCCM  Society for Critical Care Medicine 

SCFG  synchronous context free grammar 

SMT   statistical machine translation 

SRILM  Stanford Research Institute Language Modeling  

UMLS  Unified Medical Language System 
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